Case Studies

Made Tough
Made in the USA
Superior Durability Begins with Better Tool Design

Case Study

HT 4,200 Nm Pistol Nutrunner
Still going strong after more than 33,700
cycles, AcraDyne’s bolting tool proves that
its total cost of ownership is the lowest in
the industry

Need
Customer needed a high-torque
bolting tool for both scheduled and
unscheduled wind tower maintenance.
The tool needed to be durable enough
to withstand repeated heavy-duty use.

Challenge
Severe, remote environments are
tough on even the toughest tools. It
is necessary for tools to not only be
durable, but consistently sustain longterm reliability and certification — all
while keeping the budget in mind.

Not Pretty, but Pretty Impressive
Critical bolting demands tools that deliver high torque
with superior performance. In addition to performance,
a sustainable application solution incorporates tools that
are ergonomic and robust, as well as long-lasting to fit
the budget.
AcraDyne’s 8000 series 4,200 Nm HT bolting tool
was originally put into service in 2014. As with all its
tools, Acradyne has backed up the 8000 Series tool
with unwavering service, including annual calibration,
maintenance, and technical support.

Solution
AcraDyne supplied a 4,200 Nm bolting
tool that met all initial customer
requirements, with a suggested
calibration every 12 months.

Result
AcraDyne’s AEP4B884200B1 HT pistol
tool has a proven 5-year track record
of consistent performance and quality,
incurring only minimal maintenance
and repair costs. Despite heavy wear
and constant use, it continues to pass
certification.

Service, Maintenance, and Calibration Costs
2014 – 2019
AcraDyne AEP4B884200B1 HT Pistol Tool
Tool Shipped to Customer: 3/2014
Service Date
9/2016

Cycle Count
26,805

3/2017

29,848

2/2018

32,976

3/2019

33,720

Service
• Service and calibration

Cost
$313.00

• Service and calibration
• Replaced screw in reaction
bar retainer plate
• Service and calibration
• Replaced trigger assembly
• Service and calibration
• Replaced associated parts

$407.00

Total cost of service, maintenance, and calibration from 2014 – 2019

$527.00
$486.00
$1,733.00

DC Tool Calibration Certificate 03/28/2019

Superior Durability Begins
with Better Tool Design
Customers voice common frustrations
with other high-torque bolting tools on
the market. AcraDyne designs its tools
and systems to respond directly to
those needs.
AcraDyne Built a
Better Gearbox that
Requires Less-Frequent
Maintenance
Many competing tools in the market are
designed for a Service/Maintenance
use condition and are rated for 20,000–
25,000 cycles before maintenance.
AcraDyne’s HT tools are designed for
production-level duty cycles and are
rated for 100,000 cycles.
AcraDyne’s Warranty is
Designed with Customer
Cost-Saving and
Productivity in Mind
In addition to frequent warranty denials
from competing companies, the repair
of a tool under their warranty can be
costly, both in price and downtime. If
repair is needed, other brands require
the entire system be pulled from a line,
removing the entire asset from service.
AcraDyne’s HT series is modular.
Service/Warranty/Maintenance is
performed by component (tool/cable/
controller/reaction bar), so only one
part of the system needs to be returned
for repair. This allows other tools to be
substituted into the system, so work
stoppage is brief and costs associated
with downtime are minimal.
On-site Calibration
Ensures that Certificate
Numbers are Accurate
HT series systems
with AcraDyne controllers allow for
calibration to the known standard at
the customer’s site as often as needed.
This requires no additional investment
or need to send any product offsite.
This lowers calibration costs and keeps
tool in use.

Case Study

HT 200 Nm Fixtured Nutrunner
At 2,213,000 cycles, AcraDyne’s bolting tool
proves that its total cost of ownership is the lowest
in the industry

2.2 Million Cycle Count Proves the
AcraDyne 6000 Series Nutrunner
is as Durable as it is Tenacious
When an auto manufacturer needed to upgrade to a
assembly-line tool that met higher torque specifications
and faster speed requirements for fastening critical
bolts, AcraDyne engineers designed the perfect solution
with the robust 200 Nm AEF4A66200B. The durable
tool reached 2.2 million cycles before the motor needed
replacing.
The 6000 series nutrunner is
installed on a fixture (similar
to the fixture shown in the
image) with an opening at
the base that opens and
closes with the assist of an
air cylinder. Once the fixture
closes, the socket at the
bottom of the tool engages
the head of the bolt. The
socket then runs the nut
to the programmed target
torque. This system is used
to tighten 6 bolts to 170
Nm running an average 54
second cycle time.

Need
Customer needed a high-torque bolting
tool in an automotive assembly line to
tighten several critical fasteners on the
rear subframe of many different vehicle
models.

Challenge
Customer’s target torque for the
application had recently changed from
150 Nm to 170 Nm, and this also came
with a need to run more fasteners per
subframe than previously required.

Solution
AcraDyne engineered a 6000 series
DC nutrunner that achieved the 170
Nm required torque with minimal
speed reduction, securing 6 bolts in an
average 54-second cycle time.

Result
The AEF4A66200B fixtured nutrunner
provided an excellent, long-lasting
solution for this demanding criticalbolting application.

Service, Maintenance, and Calibration Costs
2015 – 2017
AcraDyne AEF4A66200B Fixtured Tool
Tool Shipped to Customer: 5/2015Tool Shipped to Custyomer:
Service Date
1/2017

Cycle Count
1,631,299

Service
• Service and calibration
• Replaced transducer
6/2017
1,759,766
• Service and calibration
• Replaced gearbox cover
12/2017
2,213,661
• Service and calibration
• Replaced motor and sun gear
• Replaced TID board
Total cost of service, maintenance, and calibration costs
for 2.2 million cycles: $3,359*
* Total cost = all costs incurred outside of product warranty.

DC Tool Calibration Certificate 12/1/2017

Case Study

HT 3,000 Nm Swivel Gearcase
DC Nutrunner
AcraDyne’s HT DC angle tool is THE tool
for servicing blades on wind turbines. This
powerhouse can complete in an hour a job that
takes hydraulic tools 6 hours to complete

Need

Fast Track to High Torque: Speed and
Safety without Sacrificing Quality
Bolting and maintenance in wind turbines means working
with large tools in cramped quarters. Tool operators need
to complete the work quickly and efficiently, but need to
remain safe while doing so. Traditionally, hydraulic tools
have been used because of their high working torque and
power-to-weight ratio. However, hydraulic tools are heavy
and slow, and applications may require better accuracy
than hydraulic tools can deliver.
A customer needed to fasten pitch-bearing bolts in a more
efficient and accurate way than was possible with their
current hydraulic tools. AcraDyne met with the customer to
discuss their specific application, and determined that the
HT DC AEN4B773000B angle tool, coupled with AcraDyne’s
Gen IV field controller, provided the total solution: speed,
accuracy, traceable data, and repeatable results, all in a
compact body that is ergonomic in tight spaces.
After testing the AcraDyne tool, the customer reported that
it had, impressively, enabled them to complete in 11/4 hours
what the hydraulic tool took 6 – 7 hours to complete.
In addition to the incredible speed benefit, the customer
reported how accurate and precise the tool was compared
to their hydraulic tools. They were also impressed with the
compactness of the tool and how easily it accessed the bolts
in all of the tight spaces. Other benefits noted were reliability
of the planetary, and the advantage of the portable iEC
controller that can be programmed in the field. Another plus
was that the steup requires only one single cable that goes
from the controller to the tool, unlike hydraulic tool systems.

Customer needed a high-torque bolting
tool for tightening bolts around a pitch
bearing in a wind tower. Hydraulic tools
were heavy, cumbersone, slow, and had
not supplied the needed torque accuracy.

Challenge
The application involved tightening more
than 200 bolts in a confined space. Tool
ergonomics and speed were imperative
to complete the job quickly and safely.

Solution
AcraDyne supplied a high-torque DC
angle tool — AEN4B773000B — with
a single-ended offset reaction bar to
complete the application at 2,800 Nm.

Result
Speed of application completion
increased by 500% when compared to
hydraulic tools. Customer was able to
tighten all 200 pitch-bearing bolts in 11/4
hours. Previously the application had
taken 6 – 7 hours with a hydraulic tool. In
conjunction with the AcraDyne iEC field
controller, the results were accurate and
traceable. The tool was compact enough
to easily fit into the tight workspace.
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